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Introducing: On the Couch with A/CWe are a new Youtube channel that focuses on games with one goal: to bring back the feeling of sitting on the couch next to your best friend and playing the game the old-fashioned way. Complete with banter, competition, and mortal anger that we all know and love. On The Couch is a
place for older gamers looking for that nostalgic blend, and newer gamers who haven't experienced such a beautiful way of playing. Game duo Adam and Corey are sofa hosts (hence A/C) and we look forward to meeting you all. Now sit down with us, we've been waiting. You can find the channel here! - you have
Twitter! - video will be posted here on the site for now to browse our selection without leaving the website! - Find them here (you can find more information in the Announcement post.) Tetris has been around since 1984 and puzzle games are still very popular, so this is the most sold and downloaded game ever. And to
think that it's made in a few days. The success is partly due to the simple, yet addictive nature of the game. There are only 2 controls, you can move the tetromino, so the puzzle pieces that fall from top to bottom are moved horizontally and you can rotate them, that's all. The final goal is also simple, fill in the blank holes
and try to create a full line, if this line disappears you get points. Tetris has been around for 30 years and in 2007 took second place in the selection of the 100 best video games of all time. Play the first Tetris Unblocked Online Free Game Tetris that can be played on PC programmed by Vadim Gerasimov. But nowadays
you can find Tetris in all sizes. For example, there are mods where tetromino - blocks - have been replaced by completely different objects and of course all kinds of tetris are free online. The tetris of the original Nintendo version continues to hold many fans and the music you hear contributes to it! Anyone who has ever
played Tetris on Nintendo knows the theme song, which is based on the Russian national anthem (Korobejniki). Find out what this is why this game is popular after many years the rules are very simple, but depending on the level and speed, it is not easy to play online game Tetris for a few minutes. But the game has a
high addiction factor. And with us, you have the advantage that you can play unblocked Tetris as often and for as long as possible – without cost and liability! The only thing you have to do is decide which Tetris game you want. It's been fun to begin with. Tetris is good entertainment as a game that can easy to play
among them to clear your mind. All Tetris games are offered in color and unlike the first classic for Gameboy in black and white. Do You Know Why This Game Is Called Tetris? The name comes from The Greek prefix tetra, which means four, because the part you play consists of four segments, and the words tennis -
the favorite sport of Russian scientist Alexei Pažitnova, the creator of this game. The inspiration for creating Tetris Alexei was found in a childhood play puzzle, called a pentomino. Inside, there is a small wooden shape (according to which tetramin was created). Tetris: The Best Game Ever? During its 30 years of
existence, Tetris has repeatedly won the title of best game ever or close to that title. Ranked in the Top 100 list of the best games of all time, compiled by Game Informer Magazine, Tetris was ranked 3rd. It was in 2001, and in 2006 Tetris placed 6th in the list of the 200 best modern games. World Tetris Day and Tetris
Contests As the International Day of Tetris, celebrated on June 26, when tetris caravans visit the world metropolis, host competitions and promotions of the game. Last seen in Sydney, Australia, and the next destination has not yet been selected. Which city will be the next capital of Tetris can be found in tetris.com.
There you can also see who is the current champion and who destroyed Tetris. Interesting Thing About Tetris Online Free So far the best-selling Tetris game has sold about 40 million copies When all Tetris games (different titles and variations) are collected, Tetris is sold in over 100 million copies in physical form
(cartridges, CDs and other media) In the best-selling game list, Tetris is the 6th smallest Tetris in the world played using microscopes and using microspheres in Amsterdam , at the Institute of Physics Tetris is also played in skyscraper windows around the world, and the record in winners maintained by Dutch University
students since 1995 The game has been translated into more than 50 Tetris languages out in versions for more than 30 platforms It is played by residents of more than 50 countries every day So far more than 135 million copies of Tetris have been sold via mobile devices Tetris Quotes and Academies where learned how



to play the Truth about Tetris : You can never beat Tetris Online! History Suddenly, the virus paralyzed the Computer Center of the Academy of Sciences in Moscow. The Russian computer technology center, home to the elite Eastern Bloc developers, the place where the trajectories of Nuclear Winter and Sputnik are
calculated - is completely flawed. It was a very dangerous virus: it did not infect the computer - but the human sitting in front of it. For hours, days, weeks, they stared blankly at their screens, unable to do their jobs. It spread like the Virus Everything started in the spring of 1984. Alexej Paschitnow, a young programmer at
the Academy, began developing computer games in time The plan: Pentamino, Pentamino, puzzles to animate on the computer. When Paschitnow gets his first version of the game and runs, something magical happens: albeit without sound and color, it immediately captivates him. At first I thought there was something
wrong with me, he recalled in the BBC documentary 'Tetris' - From Russia with Love, I couldn't stop playing. But soon Paschitnow realized that it wasn't just him. Each of his colleagues, which he showed the game, immediately tied up. After a while Tetris, as Paschitnow did while it baptized the game, ran on almost any
central computer computer - hardly any work was done. From there, the virus spreads like an epidemic. Paschitnow's colleagues have passed the program. Two weeks after the first test, the game went on every computer in Moscow, Paschitnow recalled. From Moscow, the game first conquered Russia, then, gradually,
all the other Soviet states. The epidemic stops at the Iron Curtain - for now. How Does Tetris Develop? 1984. Russian scientist Alexey Pažitnov developed in the Soviet Union a game for computer Electronica 60, which was produced in Russia 1985. Tetris expanded to IBM PCs and quickly expanded throughout the
Soviet Union. 1987 Tetris arrives in America with a PC with a logo in Cyrillic Russia. In 1988, Tetris arrived in a new form in Japan, and thanks to bullet-proof software support, tetris was only sold in over two million copies and became an instant hit in Japan and America. In 1989, Nintendo purchased the Tetris license,
and he on the Game Boy platform had tremendous success, selling more than 35 million cartridges. That same year, Tetris received four Software Oscars, through four awards for outstanding work and software contribution. 1992. Tetris is recognized as a game that contributes to the development and function of the
brain and the better part of its function, which is scientifically confirmed. 1996. The Tetris Company, which owns exclusive rights to Tetris, was established, and standards were set for the game to evolve. 1997. Tetris gets a new logo, which is still in use today. 2002. Tetris development for mobile devices started in Blue
Java company. 2005. EA (Electronic Arts) bought Blue Jav and along with a 15-year license to develop Tetris games. Tetris Unblocked Game Tetris owes its popularity to mobile phones, where it was one of the main games in the monochrome screen moment until 2002, and today is also a big hit but in a new and more
modern package. You can play Tetris online for free on the web at no cost or install complicated software. All I can say is Tetris is an absolute classic among computer games. Game.
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